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Learn how to bring your data to life with this hands-on guide to visual analytics with TableauKey
FeaturesMaster the fundamentals of Tableau Desktop and Tableau PrepLearn how to explore,
analyze, and present data to provide business insightsBuild your experience and confidence
with hands-on exercises and activitiesBook DescriptionLearning Tableau has never been easier,
thanks to this practical introduction to storytelling with data. The Tableau Workshop breaks down
the analytical process into five steps: data preparation, data exploration, data analysis,
interactivity, and distribution of dashboards. Each stage is addressed with a clear walkthrough of
the key tools and techniques you'll need, as well as engaging real-world examples, meaningful
data, and practical exercises to give you valuable hands-on experience.As you work through the
book, you'll learn Tableau step by step, studying how to clean, shape, and combine data, as well
as how to choose the most suitable charts for any given scenario. You'll load data from various
sources and formats, perform data engineering to create new data that delivers deeper insights,
and create interactive dashboards that engage end-users.All concepts are introduced with clear,
simple explanations and demonstrated through realistic example scenarios. You'll simulate real-
world data science projects with use cases such as traffic violations, urban populations, coffee
store sales, and air travel delays.By the end of this Tableau book, you'll have the skills and
knowledge to confidently present analytical results and make data-driven decisions.What you
will learnBecome an effective user of Tableau Prep and Tableau DesktopLoad, combine, and
process data for analysis and visualizationUnderstand different types of charts and when to use
themPerform calculations to engineer new data and unlock hidden insightsAdd interactivity to
your visualizations to make them more engagingCreate holistic dashboards that are detailed
and user-friendlyWho this book is forThis book is for anyone who wants to get started on visual
analytics with Tableau. If you're new to Tableau, this Workshop will get you up and running. If you
already have some experience in Tableau, this book will help fill in any gaps, consolidate your
understanding, and give you extra practice of key tools.Table of ContentsIntroduction: Visual
Analytics with TableauData Preparation: Using Tableau DesktopData Preparation: Using Tableau
PrepData Exploration: Comparison and CompositionData Exploration: Distributions and
RelationshipsData Exploration: Exploring Geographical DataData Analysis: Creating and Using
CalculationsData Analysis: Creating and Using Table CalculationsData Analysis: Creating and
Using Level of Details (LOD) CalculationsDashboards and StoryboardsTableau Interactivity: Part
1

About the AuthorSumit Gupta is an analytics professional with more than 7 years' experience
spanning across marketing, sales, and product analytics. As a consultant and trainer, he has
utilized Tableau to build better data-driven teams for his organization. Sumit specializes in



translating vast amounts of data into easy-to-understand dashboards which provide actionable
intelligence. He is a Tableau Certified Associate and enjoys training data enthusiasts to become
better Tableau developers and certified Tableau associates. This book is one such effort to reach
masses.Sylvester Pinto has been using Tableau for almost a decade now for improving business
performance for different industries. Sylvester has designed various business solutions using
Tableau for different organizations leading to a huge impact to improve their businesses. He has
a Tableau certification and as a consultant designs solutions for various organizations.Shweta
Sankhe-Savale is the Co-founder and Head of Client Engagements at Syvylyze Analytics
(pronounced as "civilize"), a boutique business analytics firm specializing in visual analytics.
Shweta is a Tableau Desktop Qualified Associate and a Tableau Accredited Trainer. Being one
of the leading experts on Tableau in India, Shweta has translated her experience and expertise
into successfully rendering analytics and data visualization services for numerous clients across
a wide range of industry verticals. She has taken up numerous training as well as consulting
assignments for customers across various sectors like BFSI, FMCG, Retail, E-commerce,
Consulting & Professional Services, Manufacturing, Healthcare & Pharma, ITeS etc. She even
had the privilege of working with some of the renowned Government and UN agencies as well.
Combining her ability to breakdown complex concepts, with her expertise on Tableau's visual
analytics platforms, Shweta has successfully trained over a 1300+ participants from 85+
companies.Jean-Charles (JC) Gillet is a seasoned business analyst with over 7 years of
experience with SQL at both a large-scale multinational company in the United Kingdom and a
smaller firm in the United States, and 5 years of Tableau experience. He has been working with
Tableau and SQL for multiple years to share his expertise with his colleagues, as well as
delivering SQL training. A French national, JC holds a master's degree in executive engineering
from Mines ParisTech and is a Tableau Desktop Certified Associate.In his free time, he enjoys
spending time with his wife and daughter (to whom he dedicates his work on this book) and
playing team handball, having competed in national championships.Kenneth Michael Cherven is
a Data Analyst and Visualizer based in Detroit, Michigan, USA. He has worked with Tableau for
more than 15 years with a focus on making complex data easily understood through the of
interactive dashboards and creative displays. Beyond his work in the automotive sector, Kenneth
analyzes data and creates visualizations using open data sources from the baseball,
government, music, and craft beer domains. Ken has previously published two titles for Packt –
Network Graph Analysis and Visualization with Gephi and Mastering Gephi Network
Visualization.
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UKTable of ContentsPreface1. Introduction: Visual Analytics with TableauIntroductionThe
Importance of Visual AnalyticsThe Tableau Product SuiteIntroduction to Tableau
DesktopExercise 1.01: Connecting to a Data SourceExercise 1.02: Creating a Comparison
Chart Using Manual Drag and DropExercise 1.03: Creating a Comparison Chart Using the
Automated Show Me Button MethodData Visualization Using Tableau DesktopSaving and
Sharing Your WorkExercise 1.04: Saving Your Work as a Static Snapshot-PowerPoint
ExportExercise 1.05: Saving Your Work as a Tableau Interactive File–Tableau Packaged
WorkbookActivity 1.01: Identifying and Creating the Appropriate Chart to Find Outliers in Your
DataSummary2. Data Preparation: Using Tableau DesktopIntroductionConnecting to a Data
SourceExercise 2.01: Connecting to an Excel FileConnecting to a Server Data SourceVarious
Joins in TableauDifferent Types of JoinsExercise 2.02: Creating an Inner Join DatasetExercise
2.03: Creating a Left Join DatasetExercise 2.04: Creating a Right Join DatasetExercise 2.05:
Creating a Combined Dataset Using UnionData Transformation in the Data PaneData
InterpreterRenaming the Data SourceLive and Extract ConnectionsExercise 2.06: Creating an
Extract for DataExtract PropertiesThe Data Storage fieldThe Filters fieldThe Aggregation
FieldThe Number of Rows FieldWhich Connection Is Better – Live or Extract?FiltersExercise
2.07: Adding a Region Filter on the Orders TableData Grid OptionsCustom SQLData
BlendingExercise 2.08: Creating a Data Blend Using the Orders and People TablesExercise
2.09: Visualizing Data Created from a Data BlendLimitations of Data BlendingActivity 2.01:
Identifying the Returned OrdersActivity 2.02: Preparing Data for VisualizationSummary3. Data
Preparation: Using Tableau PrepIntroductionPrep InterfaceAdding Data in the FlowExercise
3.01: Connecting to an Excel FileExercise 3.02: Connecting with Multiple Data SourcesData



Source ProfileExercise 3.03: Data Profile for the Orders_South DatasetData Preparation Using
Clean, Groups, and SplitAdditional Clean StepsCleaning Steps at the Column LevelExercise
3.04: Applying a Filter in a Clean StepExercise 3.05: Cleaning a Column in the
WorkflowGrouping ValuesExercise 3.06: Grouping Values into a GroupSplitting ValuesExercise
3.07: Splitting ColumnsAggregation, Pivot, Join, and UnionAggregationsExercise 3.08:
Identifying High-Value Customers Based on PurchasesPivoting DataExercise 3.09: Using a
Pivot for DataJoining and Union of DataExercise 3.10: Joining Two Data SourcesUnionExercise
3.11: Union of TablesScript StepFlow and Data ExportsExercise 3.12: Exporting DataActivity
3.01: Finding the Month with the Highest OrdersActivity 3.02: Data TransformationSummary4.
Data Exploration: Comparison and CompositionIntroductionExploring Comparisons across
Dimensional ItemsBar ChartExercise 4.01: Creating Bar ChartsExploring Comparisons over
TimeExercise 4.02: Creating Bar Charts for Data over TimeLine ChartsDifference between
Discrete Dates and Continuous DatesExercise 4.03: Creating Line Charts over TimeExploring
Comparison across MeasuresExercise 4.04: Creating a Bullet ChartBar-in-Bar ChartsExercise
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ChartsExercise 4.06: Creating a Stacked Bar ChartExploring Composition Snapshots – Pie
ChartsExercise 4.07: Creating a Pie ChartTreemapsExercise 4.08: Creating TreemapsExploring
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Using GroupsExercise 6.04: Building Custom GeographiesCreating Maps in
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CalculationEXCLUDEExercise 9.04: Creating an EXCLUDE LOD CalculationTable-ScopedLOD
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StoryboardsIntroductionThe Who, What, and Why of the DashboardThe Who: AudienceThe
What: Begin with the End in MindThe Why: The Need for a DashboardDesigning a
DashboardThe Basic LayoutDisplay SizePositioningSpacingColorsSizeTextExercise 10.01: Text
Formatting – Workbook versus WorksheetDashboard ObjectsVertical ObjectsHorizontal
ObjectsText ObjectsImage ObjectsWeb Page ObjectsBlank ObjectsNavigation
ObjectsExtension ObjectUsing Floating ObjectsExercise 10.02: KPIs and Metrics ViewExercise
10.03: Map and Parameter Worksheet ViewsExercise 10.04: Putting It All Together:
DashboardingCreating StoryboardsExercise 10.05: Creating a Simple StoryboardActivity 10.01:
Building a Complete DashboardSummary11. Tableau Interactivity: Part 1IntroductionGrouping
DataExercise 11.01: Creating GroupsHierarchiesExercise 11.02: Creating HierarchiesFilters:
The Heart and Soul of TableauData Source and Extract FiltersExercise 11.03: Filtering Data
Using Extract/Data Source FiltersFilters Using ViewsExercise 11.04: Creating Filters from the
ViewCreating Filters Using the Filters ShelfDimension Filters Using the Filters ShelfExercise
11.05: Dimension Filters Using the Filters ShelfMeasure Filters Using the Filters ShelfExercise
11.06: Measuring Filters Using the Filters ShelfDate Filters Using the Filters ShelfExercise
11.07: Creating Date Filters Using the Filters ShelfQuick FiltersExercise 11.8: Creating Quick
FiltersApplying Filters across Multiple Sheets/Multiple Data Sources or an Entire Data
SourceContext FiltersExercise 11.09: Creating and Using Context FiltersSetsStatic
SetsExercise 11.10: Creating Static SetsDynamic SetsExercise 11.11: Creating Dynamic
SetsAdding Members to the SetExercise 11.12: Adding Members to the SetCombined
SetsExercise 11.13: How to Create Combined SetsParametersExercise 11.14: Standard
ParametersDynamic ParametersExercise 11.15: Dynamic ParametersActivity 11.01: Top N
Countries Using Parameters, Sets, and FiltersSummaryPrefaceAbout the BookLearning Tableau
has never been easier, thanks to this practical introduction to storytelling with data. The Tableau
Workshop breaks down the analytical process into five steps: data preparation, data exploration,
data analysis, interactivity, and distribution of dashboards. Each stage is addressed with a clear
walk-through of the key tools and techniques you'll need, as well as engaging real-world
examples, meaningful data, and practical exercises to give you valuable hands-on
experience.As you work through the book, you'll learn Tableau step by step, studying how to
clean, shape, and combine data, as well as how to choose the most suitable charts for any given
scenario. You'll load data from various sources and formats, perform data engineering to create
new data that delivers deeper insights, and create interactive dashboards that engage end
users.All concepts are introduced with clear, simple explanations and demonstrated through
realistic example scenarios. You'll simulate real-world data science projects with use cases such
as traffic violations, urban populations, coffee store sales, and air travel delays.By the end of this
Tableau book, you'll have the skills and knowledge to confidently present analytical results and
make data-driven decisions.About the AuthorsSumit Gupta is an analytics professional with
more than 7 years' experience spanning across marketing, sales, and product analytics. As a
consultant and trainer, he has utilized Tableau to build better data-driven teams for his



organization. Sumit specializes in translating vast amounts of data into easy-to-understand
dashboards which provide actionable intelligence. He is a Tableau Certified Associate and
enjoys training data enthusiasts to become better Tableau developers and certified Tableau
associates. This book is one such effort to reach masses.I would like to thank my family for being
incredibly supportive through this book-writing journey, especially my super-mom. Without her, I
wouldn’t be where I am today. I would also like to thank my friends (Piyush and Sheshnath, to
name a few) and mentors/leaders/managers who have also pushed me to become better every
day. Onwards and Upwards!Sylvester Pinto has been using Tableau for almost a decade now for
improving business performance for different industries. Sylvester has designed various
business solutions using Tableau for different organizations leading to a huge impact to improve
their businesses. He has a Tableau certification and as a consultant designs solutions for
various organizations.Shweta Sankhe-Savale is the co-founder and Head of Client
Engagements at Syvylyze Analytics (pronounced "civilize"), a boutique business analytics firm
specializing in visual analytics. Shweta is a Tableau Desktop Qualified Associate and a Tableau
Accredited Trainer. Being one of the leading experts on Tableau in India, Shweta has translated
her experience and expertise into successfully rendering analytics and data visualization
services for numerous clients across a wide range of industry verticals. She has taken on
numerous training and consulting assignments for customers across sectors such as BFSI,
FMCG, retail, e-commerce, consulting and professional services, manufacturing, healthcare and
pharma, ITeS, and more. She even had the privilege of working with renowned government and
UN agencies. Combining her ability to break down complex concepts with her expertise on
Tableau's visual analytics platforms, Shweta has successfully trained over 1,300 participants
from 85+ companies.Jean-Charles (JC) Gillet is a seasoned business analyst with over 7 years
of experience with SQL at both a large-scale multinational company in the United Kingdom and
a smaller firm in the United States, and 5 years of Tableau experience. He has been working with
Tableau and SQL for multiple years to share his expertise with his colleagues, as well as
delivering SQL training. A French national, JC holds a master's degree in executive engineering
from Mines ParisTech and is a Tableau Desktop Certified Associate.In his free time, he enjoys
spending time with his wife and daughter (to whom he dedicates his work on this book) and
playing team handball, having competed in national championships.I'd like dedicate this work
first and foremost to my wife and two children, who stand by my side every day, through thick
and thin. But also to my parents, who taught me my core values, and my managers, especially
my mentors and friends Robert and Miguel, who have meant so much to me.Kenneth Michael
Cherven is a Data Analyst and Visualizer based in Detroit, Michigan, USA. He has worked with
Tableau for more than 15 years with a focus on making complex data easily understood through
the of interactive dashboards and creative displays. Beyond his work in the automotive sector,
Kenneth analyzes data and creates visualizations using open data sources from the baseball,
government, music, and craft beer domains. Ken has previously published two titles for Packt –
Network Graph Analysis and Visualization with Gephi and Mastering Gephi Network



Visualization.Who This Book Is ForThis book is for anyone who wants to get started on visual
analytics with Tableau. If you're new to Tableau, this Workshop will get you up and running. If you
already have some experience in Tableau, this book will help fill in any gaps, consolidate your
understanding, and give you extra practice with the key tools.About the ChaptersChapter 1,
Introduction: Visual Analytics with Tableau, teaches you the basic skills needed to understand
data and its visual elements for reporting and creating dashboards.Chapter 2, Data Preparation:
Using Tableau Desktop, covers the essential skills you need to create reports in Tableau, such
as loading, joining, transforming, blending, and manipulating data.Chapter 3, Data Preparation:
Using Tableau Prep, covers Tableau Prep and how Prep helps in cleaning and joining disparate
data sources. You will learn how to perform data manipulation methods such as pivots, grouping,
and aggregations, and finally, how to export the transformed data into Tableau.Chapter 4, Data
Exploration: Comparison and Composition, expands on your Tableau knowledge. You will start
creating charts in Tableau, including line, bar, and stacked area charts. You will also learn how to
create trend reports.Chapter 5, Data Exploration: Distributions and Relationships, covers
reference lines and advanced chart types such as Dual Axis and Quadrant charts.Chapter 6,
Data Exploration: Exploring Geographical Data, teaches you how to explore geographical data
to perform location-based analysis in Tableau.Chapter 7, Data Analysis: Creating and Using
Calculations, covers calculations, including numeric, string, and date calculations. You will also
learn how to write logical statements in calculated fields.Chapter 8, Data Analysis: Creating and
Using Table Calculations, touches on table calculations and how they differ from calculated
fields, and when to use table calculations versus calculated fields.Chapter 9, Data Analysis:
Creating and Using Level of Details (LOD) Calculations, covers LOD calculations, with which
you will learn how to control the aggregation level in your view.Chapter 10, Dashboards and
Storyboards, covers the basics of using a blank canvas to build interactive dashboards,
including adding branding elements, filters, and web pages. Finally, we will also cover
storyboards and how they differ from dashboards.Chapter 11, Tableau Interactivity: Part 1, dives
deeper into Tableau Order of Operations, Filters, Sets, and Parameters, while reinforcing the
other charting and dashboarding skills.This is part one of a two-part topic, the latter half of which
is available online.NoteThere are also three bonus chapters (Chapter 12, Tableau Interactivity:
Part 2; Chapter 13, Distribution of Dashboards; and Chapter 14, Case Study) which you can find
at .You can also find solutions for all activities in this Workshop online at .ConventionsCode
words in text form, database and collection names, file and folder names, shell commands, and
user input use the following format: "There are also other File, Edit, Flow, and Server menu
options at the top. The purposes of the File and Edit options are self-explanatory. The Flow
menu can be used to run the flow and the Server menu has the option to sign in and publish the
flow on Tableau Server." Often at the beginning of chapters, key new terms will be introduced. In
these cases, the following formatting will be used: "Understanding aggregations is the most
fundamental concept you need to keep in mind when working with Tableau." Minimum Hardware
RequirementsFor an optimal experience, we recommend the following hardware



configuration:Processor: Dual core or betterMemory: 4 GB RAMStorage: 10 GB available
spaceMinimum Software RequirementsUnlike hardware requirements, software requirements
can be challenging to list because Tableau releases new updates to their software every 3-6
months and there are new features added with these new releases. But considering the
exercises/activities planned in this book, we expect the following to be required at
minimum:Tableau Desktop 2020.1 or aboveTableau Prep 2020.1 or aboveThis book was written
and reviewed using Tableau versions 2020.1.x. Though new versions of Tableau are frequently
released, the steps used for the exercises and activities in this book are unlikely to change with
the version changes. Any known differences at the time of publication will be noted within the
text as relevant.Downloading the Book/Data Sources BundleGitHub link:Download all the
folders and data files from GitHub (as shown) or download individual chapter files separately as
needed.Figure 0.1: GitHub filesSetting Up Your EnvironmentBefore you begin the book, you
need to set up both Tableau Desktop and Tableau Prep. In this section, you will see how to install
Tableau Desktop. Once you have followed these steps and installed Tableau Desktop, you will
also then need to follow the same steps to download Tableau Prep. The download links are as
follows:Tableau Desktop 2020.1:Tableau Prep 2020.1:Installing Tableau on Your SystemFrom ,
click on 2020.1 to expand the list. Click on any of the 2020.1.XX links as follows:Figure 0.2:
Tableau downloads/release notes pageClick on 2020.1.20 and on the new page which was
loaded. Next, either click on Download Tableau Desktop 2020.1.20 and Tableau will
automatically detect your operating system, or else scroll down to the Download Files section
and click on the appropriate download link for your operating system (Windows or Mac).Figure
0.3: Tableau download 2020.1.20 pageOnce you have downloaded the file, open your
downloads folder, and double-click on the downloaded file. You will see the following screen if
you are using a Mac (Windows will have a similar workflow):Figure 0.4: Tableau Desktop
installer: introductionFollow the prompt by clicking on Continue and agreeing to the terms and
conditions of the software license agreement:Figure 0.5: Tableau software agreement promptIt
might take a minute or two to install the software and you may be asked to restart your system,
depending on your computer's configuration.Once the files are written, you should see the
following success message. Click on Close to finish the installation:Figure 0.6: Tableau
installation completeTo verify whether the software was installed, if you are using Mac, press
cmd + Space to open spotlight search and type in Tableau. You should see the following on your
screen. Similarly, if you are using Windows, click on the Windows button and type Tableau to
open the application.Figure 0.7: Searching Tableau in spotlight searchYou can follow the same
steps to install Tableau Prep by downloading the software from the download link above. When
you load either Tableau Desktop or Tableau Prep for the first time, you might be required to
register the software and enter the license key. Depending on your situation, either your
organization might be able to provide the license keys, or you can start a 14-day trial to explore
the software. Finally, if you are a student or teacher, Tableau offers free 1-year licenses; to learn
more, visit .Get in TouchFeedback from our readers is always welcome.General feedback: If you



have any questions about this book, please mention the book title in the subject of your
message and email us at customercare@packtpub.com.Errata: Although we have taken every
care to ensure the accuracy of our content, mistakes do happen. If you have found a mistake in
this book, we would be grateful if you could report this to us. Please visit and complete the
form.Piracy: If you come across any illegal copies of our works in any form on the Internet, we
would be grateful if you could provide us with the location address or website name. Please
contact us at copyright@packt.com with a link to the material.If you are interested in becoming
an author: If there is a topic that you have expertise in and you are interested in either writing or
contributing to a book, please visit .Please Leave a ReviewLet us know what you think by leaving
a detailed, impartial review on Ebook Tops. We appreciate all feedback – it helps us continue to
make great products and help aspiring developers build their skills. Please spare a few minutes
to give your thoughts – it makes a big difference to us. You can leave a review by clicking the
following link: .1. Introduction: Visual Analytics with TableauOverviewIn this chapter, you will
learn about Visual Analytics and why it is important to visualize your data. You will connect to
data using Tableau Desktop and familiarize yourself with the Tableau workspace. By the end of
this chapter, you will be well acquainted with the Tableau interface and some of the fundamental
important concepts that will help you get started with Tableau. The topics that are covered in this
chapter will mark the start of your Tableau journey.IntroductionAt a very broad level, the whole
data analytics process can be broken down into the following steps: data preparation, data
exploration, data analysis, and distribution. This process typically starts with a question or a
goal, which is followed by finding and getting the relevant data. Once the relevant data is
available, you then need to prepare this data for your exploration and analysis stage. You might
have to clean and restructure the data to get it in the right form, maybe combine it with some
additional datasets, or enhance the data by creating some calculations. This stage is referred to
as the data preparation stage. After this comes the data exploration stage. It is at this stage that
you try to see the composition and distribution of your data, compare data, and identify
relationships if any exist. This step gives an idea of what kind of analysis can be done with the
given dataset.Typically, people like to explore the data by looking at it in its raw form (that is, at
the data preparation stage); however, a quick and easy way to explore the data is to visualize it.
Visualizing the data can reveal patterns that were difficult to recognize in the raw data.The data
exploration stage is followed by the data analysis stage, in which you analyze your data and
develop insights that can be shared with others. These insights, when visualized, will enable
easier interpretation of data, which in turn leads to better decision making. In very simplistic
terms, the process of exploring and analyzing the data by visualizing it as charts and graphs is
called "visual analytics." As mentioned earlier, the idea behind visualizing your data is to enable
faster decision making. Finally, the last step in the data analytics cycle is the distribution stage,
wherein you share your work with other stakeholders who can consume this information and act
upon it.In this chapter, we will discuss all these topics in detail, starting with a further exploration
of the value of the titular process.The Importance of Visual AnalyticsAs mentioned earlier,



"Visual Analytics" can be defined as the process of exploring and analyzing data by visualizing it
as charts and graphs. This enables end users to quickly consume the information and, in turn,
empowers them to make quicker and better decisions.In this section, you will learn why data
visualization is a better tool for evaluation than looking at large volumes of data in numeric
format.All of us have at some point heard the expression "A picture is worth a thousand words."
Indeed, it has been found that humans are great at identifying and recognizing patterns and
trends in data when consumed as visuals as opposed to large volumes of data in tabular or
spreadsheet formats.To understand the importance and the power of data visualization/visual
analytics, let's look at one of the classic examples: Anscombe's Quartet. Anscombe's quartet is
comprised of four distinct datasets with nearly identical statistical properties, yet completely
different distributions and visualizations.NoteThis was developed in 1973 by an English
statistician named Francis John (Frank) Anscombe, after whom it was named.Let's take a
deeper look at these datasets.Figure 1.1: A screenshot showing the datasets used in
Anscombe's quartetAs you can see in the preceding figure, each dataset consists of 11 X and Y
points. Now, if you were to analyze these datasets using typical descriptive statistics such as
mean, standard deviation, and correlation between X and Y, you would see that the output is
identical.Figure 1.2: A screenshot showing descriptive statistics of the Anscombe's quartet
dataLooking at the preceding figure, you can see the following:The mean of X for each dataset is
9 (exact accuracy).The standard deviation for X for each dataset is 3.32 (exact accuracy).The
mean of Y for each dataset is 7.50 (accurate up to two decimals).The standard deviation for Y
for each dataset is 2.03 (accurate up to two decimals).The correlation between X and Y for each
dataset is 0.816 (accurate up to three decimals).So, by looking at the above statistical
inferences, you would assume that these datasets are identical until you decide to visualize
each of them, the results of which are displayed below.The images show how these datasets
appear when visualized as graphs. Now, let's compare each of these visualizations side by side
so that you can see how different each of these datasets really are.Figure 1.3: A screenshot
showing a graphical representation of all four datasets of Anscombe's quartetThe preceding
example highlights how data visualization can help uncover patterns in data that it was not
possible to see by simply looking at the numbers and/or just analyzing the data statistically. This
is exactly why Francis Anscombe created his "quartet." He wanted to counter the argument that
"numerical calculations are exact, but graphs are rough," which, back then, was a quite common
impression among statisticians.Next, take a look at one more example of how visualizing data
helps us find quick insights. Refer to the following figure:Figure 1.4: A screenshot of a grid view
showing the marketing expense and profitability for products across marketsIn the preceding
figure, you can see a grid view of fields such as Product Type, Product, Market, Marketing, and
Profit. In the data that you have used, Marketing is the money that is spent on any marketing
efforts to promote products, and Profit is the profit generated after those marketing efforts.
Further, these values are broken down by dimensions such as Product Type, Product, and
Market. The idea is to evaluate how each product is doing in terms of Marketing and Profit



across different markets.Now, displaying this information in a grid format, as shown above,
results in 84 numbers being shown in the view, and doing any kind of comparison across these
84 numbers is going to be very difficult. So, imagine you want to find out whether there are any
products in any specific markets where losses are made even after spending significant money
on the marketing efforts. Then you will end up comparing these numbers horizontally as well as
vertically, which, honestly, is a bit tedious. However, let's see whether visualizing this data makes
any difference. Refer to the following figure:Figure 1.5: A bar chart comparing the marketing
expense and profitability for productsIn the preceding figure, you can see that the length of the
bar is the money spent on Marketing, whereas the color of the bar represents the Profit value. So
basically, the longer the bar, the more money was spent on marketing; the darker the shade of
blue, the more profitable the product; and the darker the shade of orange, the greater the loss
accrued.Looking back at that figure, note that the longest bar is Caffe Mocha in the East market.
This means that Caffe Mocha has the highest marketing spending, but because the color of that
bar is orange, you also know that it is accruing a loss.This is another example that demonstrates
the power of data visualization.Now that you have understood what visual analytics is and why it
is important, let's look at some data visualization tools in the next section.The Tableau Product
SuiteThere are a lot of tools available on the market offering various features and functionalities
that you can use to visualize your data. When it comes to business analytics and data
visualization, Tableau is one of the leading tools in this space because of its ease of use and
drag and drop functionality, which makes it easier even for a business user to start making sense
of their data. Tableau has different tools for different purposes, available in the Tableau product
suite, which we'll explore in this section.The entire suite can be divided into three parts: data
preparation, data visualization, and consumption or distribution. Refer to the following
figure:Figure 1.6: A screenshot showing the Tableau product suiteAs shown in the preceding
figure, you have Tableau Prep in the Data Preparation layer, which is used for cleaning,
combining, reshaping, and enhancing your data. This tool helps get your data ready for analysis
and visualization.Now, once your data is ready and is in the right form and structure, you will
start analyzing and visualizing it. For this purpose, you will use either Tableau Desktop or
Tableau Public.Tableau Desktop is where you create your visualizations, analytics, and
dashboards. This is typically the tool you would spend your time on as most of your development
is done using Tableau Desktop. Tableau Public can also be used for creating your analytics and
visualizations. However, the catch here is that you cannot save your work locally or offline, and it
will necessarily be saved to a Tableau Public server, which can be viewed by anybody. Tableau
Public is a free version that is like Tableau Desktop and is typically used by bloggers, journalists,
researchers, and so on who deal with public or open data.Tableau Public is a great tool for
anyone wanting to build visualizations for public consumption but is not recommended for
anyone working with confidential data. When dealing with confidential data, it is best to use
Tableau Desktop.Once you are done building your visualizations, you can share your work with
others using an online methodology with Tableau Server or Tableau Online or share an offline



copy of your work, which can then be opened using Tableau Reader.Tableau Server is an on-
premises hosted browser and mobile-based collaboration platform used to publish dashboards
created in Tableau Desktop and share them with your end users. It allows you to share and, to
some extent, edit and publish dashboards, while also managing access rights and making your
visualizations accessible securely over the web. It allows you to refresh your dashboards at a
scheduled frequency and maintain live data connectivity to the backend data sources, which in
turn allows users to consume the up-to-date dashboards online from anywhere. Tableau Server
also allows you to view your dashboards on a mobile tablet through an app available on both
iOS and Android. Tableau Online, on the other hand, is a cloud-hosted version (or SaaS version)
of Tableau Server. It brings the server capabilities of the cloud without the infrastructure
cost.However, if you want to consume dashboards offline, you can use Tableau Reader. This is a
free desktop application that can be used to open, view, and interact with dashboards and
visualizations built in Tableau Desktop. So basically, it allows you to filter, drill down, view the
details of data, and interact with dashboards to the full extent of what the author has intended.
That said, being a reader, you cannot make any changes or edit the dashboard in any way
beyond what has already been built in by the author.The upcoming section, as well as the
following chapters, will focus on Tableau Desktop. You will be familiarizing yourself with the
interface of Tableau Desktop, to understand its workspace and see how you can create your
visualizations and build your dashboards.The point to note here is that Tableau Desktop is a
licensed product and if you don't have the necessary license, then you can even use Tableau
Public to try out the examples covered in the book. As mentioned earlier, Tableau Desktop and
Tableau Public are the two main developer products offered by Tableau and the only difference
between these two products is the range of data source connectivity offered, the ability to save
files locally, and the security of your work. While Tableau Desktop offers all this, Tableau Public
has limitations.However, the rest of the functionalities and the look and feel of both these tools is
the same. The next section explores how to use Tableau to connect, analyze, and visualize your
data.Please note that we are using a licensed version of Tableau Desktop in this
book.Introduction to Tableau DesktopNow, that you have identified and chosen Tableau Desktop
for the creation of your visuals and dashboards, let's dive deeper into the product, its interface,
and its functionality. So, once you have downloaded and installed the product, you will be able to
use the products to connect to your data and start building your visualizations.The landing page
of Tableau Desktop is shown in the following screenshot:Figure 1.7: A screenshot of the Tableau
Desktop landing pageReview the following list for explanations of the highlighted sections in
the screenshot:Connect: The list of data sources you can connect to. You can connect to data
residing on Tableau Server (the Search for Data option); to flat files, such as Excel and CSVs
(the To a File option); or to databases (the To a Server option). Tableau has native in-built
connectors for a lot of the data sources, which makes the interaction with data from these data
sources seamless. The list is quite extensive, and it keeps on growing. Note though that while
Tableau Desktop provides an extensive list of data connectors, Tableau Public only allows you to



connect to flat files (the To a File option). Refer to the following screenshot to see the More…
option of Tableau Desktop 2020.1 version:Figure 1.8: A screenshot showing the extensive list of
data sources that Tableau Desktop can connect toSaved Data Sources: While the top section
allows you to connect to raw data sources, the Saved Data Sources option lets you connect to
data sources that have been previously worked on and/or modified and then saved for
later use.Open: This section shows the thumbnails of the recently accessed Tableau files. This
section is blank to begin with, but as you create and save new workbooks, it will keep on
updating and will display the thumbnails of the most recently opened workbooks. This section
can also be used to pin your favorite workbooks.Sample Workbooks: This section shows some
of the sample work already done in Tableau. Selecting any of the thumbnails here will open the
relevant Tableau workbook. A quick point to note here is that a "workbook" in Tableau is a file
that consists of multiple worksheets and/or dashboards and/or storyboards.Discover: This
section contains some shortcut links to the training videos and resources on the Tableau
website.Now that you are familiar with the landing page of Tableau, let's move on and see how to
connect to data in the following exercise.Exercise 1.01: Connecting to a Data SourceIn this
exercise, you will connect to a data source for the first time, which is the very first step when
analyzing data in Tableau.There are many types of data sources that you can connect to, but for
the purposes of this exercise, you will work with an Excel file—in this case, Sample-
Superstore.xls, which comes in-built with Tableau and contains sales and profit data for a
company.Perform the following steps to complete the exercise:Select the Microsoft Excel option
from the To a File option under Connect on the left-hand side of the landing page. You should
see the following screen:Figure 1.9: A screenshot showing the Connect to Microsoft Excel
optionOnce you have selected this option, it will ask you to browse the Excel file that you wish to
connect to. To do this, connect to Sample-Superstore.xls, which can be found in Documents>My
Tableau Repository>Datasources, or can also be downloaded from the GitHub repository for
this chapter, at . Refer to the following screenshot:Figure 1.10: A screenshot showing the
Sample - Superstore.xls data under My Tableau RepositoryThis data is the sample dataset that
comes along with the product. Once you have downloaded and installed Tableau Desktop, you
will notice the My Tableau Repository folder being created under your Documents folder. This is
where you will find this sample dataset.Once you have connected to this data source, you will
see the data connection page of Tableau Desktop, as shown in the following screenshot. Review
the following notes to better understand what you're looking at:Figure 1.11: A screenshot
showing the data connection page in Tableau DesktopSection 1: This highlights the data source
that you have connected to. This is the Sample - Superstore.xls file that you just established a
connection with. One point to note here is that just because you have established a connection
to this Excel file does not mean that you have connected to the data.Section 2: These are the
tables/worksheets in your Sample - Superstore.xls file, which is where the actual data resides.
The Orders table contains the list of all transactions from this retail superstore and contains data
at an order level. This order level contains details of the day, product, and customer levels. Refer



to the following figure to take a glance at the Orders table:Figure 1.12: A screenshot showing a
glimpse into the Orders worksheet of Sample - Superstore.xlsThe People table contains just two
columns: Region and Person. The Person column is the list of managers for each Region. Refer
to the following screenshot to take a glance at the People table:Figure 1.13: A screenshot
showing a glimpse into the People worksheet of Sample - Superstore.xlsThe Returns table
contains the list of all the transactions/orders that were returned. So, again, only two columns:
Returned and Order ID. Refer to the following screenshot to take a glance at the Returns
table:Figure 1.14: A screenshot showing a glimpse into the Returns worksheet of Sample -
Superstore.xlsSection 3: This is the list of Named Ranges that were created on the
aforementioned tables/ worksheets (that is, Orders, People, and Returns) of the Sample -
Superstore.xls data source. Named Ranges are a feature in Microsoft Excel, and Tableau gives
you the option of reading data from these predefined Named Ranges. To understand more about
these Named Ranges in Excel, please refer to the following link: .So, at this point, you have
made a connection to the Sample - Superstore.xls file; however, you are yet to establish a
connection to the data to be able to read it in Tableau for your analysis. To do so, drag the Orders
worksheet from the left-hand side list and drop it into the top blank section, which reads Drag
sheets here. (If you are working with a version later than 2020.1, this may instead read Drag
tables here.) Please note that you need to use the Orders worksheet and not the Orders named
range since the data in the named range could be limited compared to the data in the Orders
worksheet. Refer to the following screenshot:Figure 1.15: A screenshot showing how to read
data from the Orders worksheet of Sample - Superstore.xlsOnce you drag and drop the Orders
worksheet into the Drag sheets here section, you will see the view update for you, as shown in
the following screenshot:Figure 1.16: A screenshot showing the view after dragging and
dropping the Orders worksheetThe preceding figure shows the view after fetching the Orders
worksheet into the Drag sheets here section. Review the highlighted sections in the screenshot
and the corresponding notes below to understand more.Section 1: This is the preview section
where you get to see a quick preview (about 1,000 rows) of your Orders data. This is where you
can quickly take stock of your data and make sure you have all the necessary columns to work
with.Section 2: This is the Connection option. It has two options to choose from, Live and
Extract. A Live connection is the option that you use when you want to connect to data in real
time. This means that basically any changes at the data end will be reflected in Tableau.
However, a quick point to note here is that the Live connection option relies on the data sources
to process all the queries, and this could lead to performance issues in Tableau if the backend
data source is a slow-performing data source. The Extract connection, on the other hand, is a
snapshot of your data stored in a Tableau propriety format called Tableau Data Extract, which
uses the file extension .hyper. Since the .hyper file only has a snapshot of the data, it will have to
be refreshed if you need to see and use the updated data.Section 3: This is the Filters option,
which is used to limit the amount of data that is read and used in Tableau. This works for both the
Live and Extract options mentioned earlier.Now that you understand the data connection page



of Tableau, you can finally start using Tableau to analyze and visualize your data.Connect Live to
your Orders data from Sample - Superstore.xls. Refer to the following screenshot:Figure 1.17: A
screenshot showing the Go to Worksheet optionNow, the final step for fetching the data for your
analysis is to click on Sheet1, and from there, select Go to Worksheet. With this, you will have
read the data into Tableau Desktop and will now be able to start using it. Refer to the following
screenshot:Figure 1.18: A screenshot showing the workspace of TableauThe preceding
screenshot shows the Tableau workspace. This is the space in which you will create your
visualizations going forward. Let's quickly go through the highlighted sections in the screenshot
to understand the workspace in more detail.Section 1: This is the workbook name. As mentioned
previously, a workbook in Tableau is a file that consists of multiple worksheets and/or
dashboards and/or storyboards. By default, it is named Book1 (as shown in the image).
However, you can assign any new name you like when you save the workbook.Section 2: This is
the toolbar section, and this consists of various options that help you explore the various
features and functionalities available in Tableau.Section 3: This is the side bar area, which
contains the Data pane and the Analytics pane. The Data pane shows the details of the fields
coming from the data, which are classified as either Dimensions or Measures. The Analytics
pane, on the other hand, shows the various analyses, such as constant line, average line,
median with quartiles, totals, trend line, forecast line, and clusters, that can be performed on the
view that you create. To begin with, the Analytics pane is disabled or grayed out and will only
start appearing when you create a view or visual.Section 4: This is the Dimensions and
Measures section, which technically is part of the Data pane (and, if you are working with a
version of Tableau later than 2020.1, it may not appear in the view). Dimensions are all the fields
from the data that are categorical, descriptive, or qualitative in nature, such as Customer Name,
Product Name, Order ID, and Region. These, when fetched in the view, will result in each data
member of that field being displayed in the view. Measures, on the other hand, are fields from
the data that are quantitative in nature and can be aggregated as either sum, average, minimum,
maximum, standard deviation, variance, and so on. These, when fetched in the view, will result
in aggregated values being displayed. Examples of Measures are fields such as Sales, Profit,
and Quantity, which will be aggregated for the purpose of your analysis. Refer to the following
screenshot for more clarity:Figure 1.19: A screenshot showing the difference between
Dimensions and MeasuresSection 5: This is the Sheet tab. Here you get the option to create
either a new worksheet, dashboard, or storyboard.Section 6: These are the various cards and
shelves available for use in Tableau. Here you can see various shelves such as the Columns
shelf, Rows shelf, Pages shelf, and Filters shelf, along with the Marks card, which contains
shelves such as the Color shelf, Size shelf, Text shelf, Detail shelf, and the Tooltip shelf. These
shelves are used to change the appearance and details of your view.Section 7: This is the View
section. This is where you will create your visualizations. It can be referred to as the canvas for
creating your views and visualizations.Now that you are familiar with the workspace of Tableau,
you can create your first visualization. To create your views or visualizations, you can either try



the manual drag and drop approach or the automated approach of using the Show Me button.
Let's explore both of these options.You will begin with the manual drag and drop approach and
then explore the automated approach using the Show Me button in the following
exercise.Exercise 1.02: Creating a Comparison Chart Using Manual Drag and DropThe aim of
this exercise is to create a chart to determine which ship mode is better in terms of Sales by
Region using the manual drag and drop method. In this case, you will create one stacked bar
chart using the Ship Mode, Region, and Sales fields from the Orders data from Sample -
Superstore.xlsx and another by manually dragging the fields from the Data pane and dropping
them into the necessary shelves.Perform the following steps to complete this exercise:Drag the
Sales field from the Measures section in the Data pane and drop it onto the Columns shelf. This
will create a horizontal bar.Drag the Region field from the Dimensions section from the Data
pane and drop it onto the Rows shelf. This will create a horizontal bar chart with labels for
regions and bars showing the sum of Sales.Figure 1.20: A screenshot showing the stacked bar
chart created using the manual drag and drop methodFinally, to include the ship mode, drag the
Ship Mode field from the Dimensions section in the Data pane and drop it onto the Color shelf
available under the Marks card. This will update your view to show a stacked bar chart with ship
modes as colors, as in the following screenshot:Figure 1.21: A screenshot showing the stacked
bar chart created using the manual drag and drop methodIn this exercise, you created a stacked
bar chart to show which ship mode is better in terms of Sales across Regions using the manual
drag and drop method. As you can see in the preceding screenshot, the Standard Class ship
mode seems to be performing best by comparison to other modes.In the following exercise, you
will create another sales comparison chart—but this time with the Show Me button.Exercise
1.03: Creating a Comparison Chart Using the Automated Show Me Button MethodThe aim of
this exercise is to create a chart to determine which Ship Mode is better in terms of Sales by
Region using the automated method via the Show Me button. Just like the previous exercise,
you will create one stacked bar chart using the Ship Mode, Region, and Sales field from the
Orders data of Sample-Superstore.xlsx and another using the Show Me button. You will then
compare the resulting charts to determine which mode helps generate the highest sales.In a
new worksheet, perform the following steps to complete the exercise:Press and hold the CTRL
key on your keyboard and select the Region and Ship Mode fields from the Dimensions section
and the Sales field from the Measures pane.NoteYou will need to keep the CRTL key pressed
while doing multiple selections. Furthermore, if you are on an Apple device, use the Command
key instead. Refer to the following link to find the list of equivalent macOS commands and
keyboard shortcuts for both Windows and macOS: .Once you have selected the necessary
fields, click on the Show Me button, which can be seen in the extreme top-right corner of your
Tableau workbook. Refer to the following screenshot:Figure 1.22: A screenshot showing the
Show Me buttonOnce you have clicked on the Show Me button, you will see the list of
visualizations that are possible with your current selection of fields, that is, two dimensions
(Region and Ship Mode) and one measure (Sales). Further, you will also see that the horizontal



bar chart is highlighted. The highlighted chart (this is highlighted by Tableau in version 2020.1
with an orangish-brown rectangular border in the following screenshot) is the result of the in-built
recommendation engine that is based on the best practices of data visualization.Figure 1.23: A
screenshot showing the possible charts and the Show Me buttonYou now have two options: you
can either go ahead with the chart recommended by Tableau, which will create a horizontal bar
chart (which is not the aim here), or select some other chart that is available and enabled in the
Show Me button (ideally a stacked bar chart like the one that you created in the previous
exercise). So, select the chart right next to the recommended one (the one that is highlighted
using a black dotted circular border in the preceding screenshot). This is the stacked bar chart
option, which is exactly what you wanted.However, when you go ahead with this option, you see
two things that are different from the output that you created in the previous exercise. Firstly, it is
a vertically stacked bar chart and not a horizontal one, and, secondly, you have Region in the
Color shelf instead of Ship Mode. Refer to the following screenshot:Figure 1.24: A screenshot
showing the output of the stacked bar chart option from the Show Me buttonNow, neither of
these things are technically wrong, but they are not what you wanted in this case, and so you will
need to change them.Firstly, change the orientation of your stacked bar chart from vertical to
horizontal by clicking on the swap button in the toolbar, as shown in the following
screenshot:Figure 1.25: A screenshot showing the Swap Rows and Columns buttonNext,
interchange/swap your Region and Ship Mode fields so that you have Ship Mode in the Color
shelf instead of Region.To do this, press CTRL and select Region from the Color shelf as well as
Ship Mode from the Rows shelf. Make sure the pills for these selected fields are now darker in
color as the dark color indicates that the selection of these fields is retained.Now, click on the
dropdown of either the Region field or the Ship Mode field and choose the Swap option, as
shown in the following screenshot:Figure 1.26: A screenshot showing the Swap option of the
CTRL multiselect and drop-down methodThis produces the following output:Figure 1.27: A
screenshot showing the stacked bar chart created using the Swap optionsIn this exercise, you
created a stacked bar chart to show which Ship Mode is better in terms of Sales by Regions
using the manual drag and drop method. As you can see in the preceding screenshot, the
Standard Class ship mode seems to generate more sales compared to the other ship
modes.Data Visualization Using Tableau DesktopIn an earlier section, you familiarized yourself
with the workspace of Tableau and learned how to create a visualization using the manual drag
and drop method as well as the automated Show Me button. During the course of this book and
across various chapters, you will get into more details of this workspace and learn about some
more of the options available in the toolbar as well as the other shelves.Now that you have some
fundamental knowledge of how to create a visualization using the aforementioned methods, you
will now explore some concepts of data visualization and how to use these in Tableau
Desktop.Ideally, when you present your analysis and insights, you want your end user to be able
to quickly consume the information that you have presented and make better decisions more
quickly. One way to achieve this objective is to present the information in the right format. Each



chart, graph, or visualization has a specific purpose, and it is particularly important to choose the
appropriate chart for answering a specific goal or a business question.Now, to be able to choose
the appropriate chart, you first need to look at the data and answer the question "What is it that
you need to do with your data?".To help you make your decision, consider the following:Do you
wish to compare values?Do you wish to look at the composition of your data?Do you wish to
understand the distribution of your data?Do you wish to find and understand the relationships
between the various variables of your dataset?Once you have addressed these points and
determined what you wish to do with your data, you will also need to decide on the
following:How many variables do you need to look at at any given point in time?Do you wish to
trend the data?With the help of this list, you will be able to figure out which chart is the most
appropriate one to answer your business questions. To elaborate on this point, begin by first
categorizing your charts into four sections—namely, charts that help you either compare,
determine the composition, show the distribution of your data, or else the ones that help you find
relationships in your data.Comparison, composition, distribution, and relationships are often
referred to as the four pillars of data visualization and are described in greater detail
here:Comparison: When analyzing your data, a common (if not the most common) use case
would be to compare your data. Comparison is often done between two or more values. Some
examples of comparison would be sales revenue in different regions, how the performance of a
particular sales representative compared to their colleagues, the profitability of different
products, and so on.Typically, you will see comparison being done across categorical data, that
is, data members of a dimension (for example, comparison across regions wherein Region is a
dimension, and East, West, North, and South are the data members of that dimension), but it
can also be done across quantitative data, that is, across measures (for example, sales versus
profit or actual sales versus budget sales).Another type of comparison that is very common is a
comparison over a period of time (for example, evaluating your monthly sales performance or
which months are better for your business and whether there are any seasonal trends that you
need to look out for).So, based on the preceding information, you will further break down
comparison as comparison across dimensional items or categorical data (for example, region-
wise sales), comparison over time, and comparison across measures or quantifiable data (for
example, sales versus quota).The following list outlines the typical charts that should be used for
each type of comparison:Comparison across dimensional items:Bar chartPacked bubble
chartWord cloudComparison over time:Bar chartLine chartComparison across measures:Bullet
chartBar chartComposition: Another common use case when analyzing your data is to find out
what ratio or proportion each data member contributes to the whole. So basically, out of the total
value, what is the contribution of each data member? This is typically referred to as a part to
whole composition and it helps us understand how each individual part makes up the whole of
something. For example, out of the total sales, which category is contributing the most? Or what
is the breakdown of your total sales by region? And so on.Typically, you end up showing a static
snapshot of the composition of your data (for example, your market share along with the market



share of your competitors at a given point in time), or you may also want to trend this information
over a period of time (for example, how is your and your competitor's market share changing
over a period of time). Both these perspectives are important and can provide some very
valuable insights regarding your performance.So, based on this information, you will further
break down composition as composition (snapshot/static) and composition over time.The
following list outlines the typical charts that should be used for each type
of composition:Composition (snapshot/static):Pie chartStacked bar chartTreemapComposition
over time:Stacked bar chartArea chartDistribution: Finding the distribution of your data is
important when you want to find patterns, trends, clusters, and outliers or anomalies in your data
—for example, if you want to understand how employees are performing during the annual
appraisal cycle (that is, which employees or how many employees are below par, which or how
many employees meet expectations, and which or how many employees exceed expectations).
Another example of distribution would be evaluating students' performance in an exam or
determining the defect frequency in your manufacturing process.So, based on this information,
you will further break down distribution as distribution for a single measure, and distribution
across two measures.The following list outlines the typical charts that should be used for each
type of distribution:Distribution for a single measure:Box and whisker plotHistogramDistribution
across two measures:Scatter plotRelationships: Finding and understanding relationships,
dependency, correlations, or cause and effect relationships between different variables of your
data is another method of data analysis. When analyzing your data, it is important to ascertain
whether there is any dependency between variables of your data (does one variable have any
effect on another variable and if so, whether it is a positive or negative effect, such as the impact
of marketing expenditure on sales profit or the increase or decrease in warm clothing sales
depending on temperature). So, based on this information, you will further break down
relationship as the relationship between two measures and the relationship between multiple
measures.The following list outlines the typical charts that should be used for each type
of relationship:Relationships between two measures: scatter plotRelationships between multiple
measures: scatter plot with size and colorNow that you understand these concepts of
Comparison, Composition, Distribution, and Relationships, and which charts to choose for each
of these scenarios, you will also try to see how to create these in Tableau. All these
abovementioned scenarios and charts are explained in more detail in the
upcoming chapters.Apart from the aforementioned use cases or scenarios, you may also want
to explore the geographic aspect of your data (that is, if you have any geographical information
in your data). This could mean having data at a country level, state level, city level, or even
postal code level. Creating geographic maps to show this geographic data is another way of
exploring and visualizing your data since visualizing geographic data on a map can help us
highlight certain events or occurrences across geographies and possibly unearth some hidden
spatial patterns and or perform proximity analysis.NoteFor more information on choosing the
right chart, see the following article: .Saving and Sharing Your WorkAnother important point to



discuss when working with Tableau is how to save your files and share them with others. As you
know, Tableau is an interactive tool that allows users to filter, drill down, and slice and dice data
using the features that are provided within the tool. Now, when it comes to saving and sharing
your work with others, some people may want their end users to have the flexibility to play with
the report and use the interactivity that is provided, while others may simply want end users to
have a static snapshot of information that doesn't provide any sort of interactivity. Further, some
may want to share the entire dashboard with their end users, while others may only want to
share a single visualization.All these scenarios can be handled in Tableau. The following list will
go through these options in detail, breaking them into two parts: static snapshots and
interactivity versions:Static snapshots: The following is the list of options to choose from when
you want to save and share a static snapshot of your work:Saving as an Image: When saving
your work as an image, you can either save just a single worksheet or an entire dashboard as
either a PNG, JPEG, BMP, or EMF image. To do so, use either the Worksheet > Copy > Image
option from the toolbar or the Worksheet > Export > Image option from the toolbar. Refer to the
following screenshots:Figure 1.28: A screenshot showing the Worksheet > Copy > Image option
from the toolbar menuFigure 1.29: A screenshot showing the Worksheet > Export > Image
option from the toolbar menuThe Copy > Image option allows you to copy the individual view as
an image and then paste it into another application if desired, whereas the Export > Image
option lets you directly export the view as an image rather than doing a copy and paste
operation.The preceding screenshots show the options of either copying or exporting just a
single worksheet (that is, a single visualization). However, if you wish to save the entire
dashboard as an image, then you will use the Dashboard > Copy Image or Dashboard > Export
Image option in the toolbar. Refer to the following screenshot:Figure 1.30: A screenshot showing
the option of saving the entire dashboard as an imageSaving as Data: When saving the data that
you have used to generate a view, you can either save the data as a .csv file by copying and
pasting the data into a .csv file or export the data as a Microsoft Access file, using either the
Worksheet > Copy > Data option or the Worksheet > Export > Data option from the toolbar
menu. Refer to the following screenshots:Figure 1.31: A screenshot showing the Worksheet >
Copy > Data optionFigure 1.32: A screenshot showing the Worksheet > Export > Data
optionSaving as Crosstab: Another way of saving the data that is used for building your view is to
have it as crosstab Excel output. Earlier, in Saving as Data, the options were to save it as .csv or
as .mdb files, which is the Microsoft Access format. However, when you want to have the data
stored as an Excel output, you will either have to use the Worksheet > Copy > Crosstab option or
the Worksheet > Export > Crosstab to Excel option from the toolbar menu. Refer to the following
screenshots:Figure 1.33: A screenshot showing the Worksheet > Copy > Crosstab optionFigure
1.34: A screenshot showing the Worksheet > Export > Crosstab to Excel optionExport as
PowerPoint: This option allows you to export your work into a PowerPoint presentation where the
selected sheets are converted into a static PNG format and exported to separate individual
slides. To export as PowerPoint, choose the File > Export As PowerPoint option from the toolbar



menu. Refer to the following screenshot:Figure 1.35: A screenshot showing the File > Export as
PowerPoint optionPrint as PDF: This option allows you to export your work into a PDF file. You
can have a single or multiple selected worksheets, or the entire Tableau workbook saved as a
PDF output. To export the view as a PDF document, choose the File > Print to PDF option from
the toolbar menu. Refer to the following screenshot:Figure 1.36: A screenshot showing the File >
Print to PDF optionExercise 1.04: Saving Your Work as a Static Snapshot-PowerPoint ExportIn
the previous section, you explored different options for choosing a static output of your work. In
this exercise, you will export or save your work as a PowerPoint export. For this, you will continue
using the stacked bar chart of Ship Mode, Region, and Sales that was created in the previous
exercise. This exercise will help you see how you can save your analyses as interactive versions
and publish these works to different platforms—something you'll need to do fairly often as a
Tableau developer.You will continue working with the Sample Superstore dataset for this
exercise.The steps to accomplish this are as follows:Make sure that you have the stacked bar
chart that you created earlier handy. If not, then please start by first re-creating the stacked bar
chart by following the steps mentioned in the earlier exercise, Exercise 1.03, Creating a
Comparison Chart Using the Automated Show Me Button Method.Once you have the stacked
bar chart ready, click on the File option in the toolbar and select the Export As PowerPoint
option. Refer to the following screenshot:Figure 1.37: A screenshot showing the File > Export as
PowerPoint optionGo with the default options in the pop-up window and then click on the Export
button and save the file to your desired location. Finally, name the file My PowerPoint
Export.pptx. Refer to the following screenshot:Figure 1.38: A screenshot showing the
PowerPoint exportThis will save your output as a .pptx file, which can later be opened in the
Microsoft PowerPoint app.Interactive versions: The following is the list of options to choose from
when you want to save and share interactive versions of your work:Save the file as .twb or .twbx:
In order to save your views as interactive views, you will need to save your Tableau files in the
following formats..TWB: This is the file extension used to save a file as a Tableau workbook,
which is a proprietary file format. .twb is the default file extension when you try to save any of
your Tableau workbooks. These .twb files are kind of work-in-progress files that constantly
require access to data and, since these require constant connectivity to data, it will not be
possible to open the file unless you have Tableau Desktop and access to data that is used for
creating this .twb file. So, if you wish to share this .twb file with anyone, you need to make sure
they have access to the data; and if not, then the data source file will have to be made available
to them. To save the file as .twb, choose the File > Save As option from the toolbar menu.This
will open a new window that allows you to save the file. Make sure to choose the Tableau
Workbook (.twb) option. Refer to the following screenshot:Figure 1.39: A screenshot showing the
File > Save As > Tableau Workbook (.twb) optionTWBX: This is the file extension used to save
the file as a Tableau packaged workbook, which contains the views as well as the copy of the
data used for creating those views. Since the copy of the data is bundled along with the views
that have been created, it allows the end user to access and interact with the file even when they



don't have direct access to the raw data that is being used for analysis.Further, since the copy of
data is bundled along with the views, the data that is seen in the file is not the actual live data but
a static snapshot of that data at a given point in time, which can be refreshed as and when
required.To save the file as .twbx, choose the File > Save As option from the toolbar menu. This
will open a new window that allows you to save the file. Make sure to choose the Tableau
Packaged Workbook (.twbx) option. Refer to the following screenshot:Figure 1.40: A screenshot
showing the File > Save As > Tableau Packaged Workbook (.twbx) optionTo save the file as
Tableau Packaged Workbook (.twbx), you can even choose the File > Export As Packaged
Workbook option from the toolbar menu. Refer to the following screenshot:Figure 1.41: A
screenshot showing the File > Export Packaged Workbook optionPublish to Server: This option
allows you to publish your work on either Tableau Server or Tableau Online. You need to have
permission to publish to Tableau Server, and when a file is published on Tableau Server, the end
user will need to have permission to either view it or interact with it, or even modify it. So, in
short, Tableau Server and Tableau Online are permission-based applications. To see how to
publish to a Tableau server, choose the Server > Publish Workbook option from the toolbar
menu. Refer to the following screenshot:Figure 1.42: A screenshot showing the Server > Publish
Workbook optionPublish to Tableau Public: This option allows you to publish your work to the
Tableau Public server, which can be viewed and accessed by anybody. You do not need any
special permissions to publish to the Tableau Public server. To see how to publish to the Tableau
Public server, choose the Server > Tableau Public option from the toolbar menu. Refer to the
following screenshot:Figure 1.43: A screenshot showing the Server > Tableau Public optionIn
the following exercise, you will learn how to save your work in a packaged
Tableau workbook.Exercise 1.05: Saving Your Work as a Tableau Interactive File–Tableau
Packaged WorkbookIn the previous section, you saw different options when it comes to
choosing an interactive version of your work. The aim of this exercise is to export or save your
work as a Tableau Packaged Workbook (.twbx). For this, you will continue using the stacked bar
chart of Ship Mode, Region, and Sales that was created in the previous exercise.Complete the
following steps:Make sure that you have the stacked bar chart that you created earlier handy. If
you don't have it handy, then first recreate the stacked bar chart by following the steps
mentioned in Exercise 1.03, Creating a Comparison Chart Using the Automated Show Me
Button Method.Once you have the stacked bar chart ready, click on the File option in the toolbar
and select the Export Packaged Workbook option. Refer to the following screenshot:Figure 1.44:
A screenshot showing the File > Export Packaged Workbook optionSave the file to your desired
location and name it My Tableau Packaged Workbook.twbx. Refer to the following
screenshot:Figure 1.45: A screenshot showing the PowerPoint exportThis will save your output
as a .twbx file, which can later be opened in Tableau Reader or Tableau Desktop itself.In the
next section, you will practice your new skills by completing an activity using everything that you
have learned in this chapter.Activity 1.01: Identifying and Creating the Appropriate Chart to Find
Outliers in Your DataIn this activity, you will identify and create the appropriate chart to find



outliers in your data. The dataset being used has two measures—namely, Profit and Marketing.
Marketing refers to the money being spent on marketing efforts, while Profit is the profit that you
are making. You need to compare Marketing and Profit across different products and across
different markets (so, two dimensions and two measures).The outliers to be identified are as
follows:High marketing and low profitLow marketing and high profitYou will use the CoffeeChain
Query table from the Sample-Coffee Chain.mdb dataset. The data can be downloaded from the
GitHub repository of this book, at .As the name suggests, the dataset contains information
pertaining to a fictional chain of coffee shops.Perform the following steps to complete this
activity:Select the Sample-Coffee Chain.mdb data using the Microsoft Access option in the data
connection window of Tableau.Use the CoffeeChain Query table from the Sample-Coffee
Chain.mdb data.Identify which chart would be the most appropriate to find your outliers in your
data when looking at two measures, (that is, Profit and Marketing) across two dimensions (that
is, Product and Market). The outliers that you are looking for are high marketing and low profit
and low marketing and high profit. (Hint: Refer to the section that discussed the four pillars of
data visualization and choose the chart that will help you find outliers.)After identifying which
chart would be the most appropriate, create that chart using the automated Show Me button
method.Export the view that you have created as a PowerPoint image.Finally, save the workbook
as a Tableau Packaged Workbook (.twbx) on your desktop and give the file the following name:
My first Tableau view.NoteThe solution to this activity can be found here: .SummaryIn this
chapter, you learned the definition and importance of visual analytics and data visualization. You
were presented with several points for evaluation when choosing a data visualization tool and
explored Tableau's product suite. Having identified Tableau Desktop as the best choice of
platform for analyzing and visualizing your data, you looked at how to utilize it to connect to data
and familiarized yourself with the Tableau Desktop workspace. You also considered various
scenarios for data visualization and identified which charts to use for the given task and learned
how to save and share your work with others.In the next chapter, you will see how to build the
various charts that you identified earlier. You will also learn how to prepare your data for analysis
using Tableau Prep as well as Tableau Desktop.2. Data Preparation: Using Tableau
DesktopOverviewIn this chapter, you will learn to use various tools for data preparation in
Tableau Desktop and join different data sources using various options. This will equip you with
the knowledge required to perform data manipulation activities, data transformation, and data
blending, and provide options to manage various data sources. By the end of this chapter, you
will be able to extract and filter data and use aliases for the clean presentation of
data.IntroductionOften, the data sources required for Tableau visualizations are stored in
separate tables or files. A very common example is that of an online order on an e-commerce
website. The order information and the customer information are stored separately within the
website database. However, when suggestions are provided based on previous purchases, the
website might combine the information to show a unified view. This is a very simple example of a
data join, which is one of the most common scenarios that can be fulfilled using data preparation



techniques. In addition to data joining, there is often a need to perform data manipulation
activities such as grouping and adding calculations on the data being used. In this chapter, you
will learn about using all such techniques to pull the data into Tableau for effective analysis
and visualization.Connecting to a Data SourceFor any visualization, you need to have an
underlying data source that contains all the information you wish to show. This is the first step of
any data visualization task.The very first thing that you will see when you open Tableau Desktop
is the Connect pane. Here, you can connect to a variety of data sources and perform various
tasks related to data handling, which you will study in this chapter. The following figure shows
the screen that comes up when you start Tableau Desktop:Figure 2.1: Start screen on launching
Tableau DesktopDepending on the version, this screen might look slightly different, but it should
remain this way for the most part: you can observe that you can connect to multiple file options
such as Excel, text, and JSON files. You can also connect to server-based data sources such as
MySQL and Oracle. Saved Data Sources provides sample data sources that are available with
Tableau Desktop.In the following exercise, you will connect to an Excel file named Sample -
Superstore, which is available with Tableau Desktop. This file contains an Orders sheet, which
consists of information for various orders, based on attributes such as order ID, order category,
ship mode, and customer details. It also has a Returns sheet, which consists of orders that were
returned. You will use all of this data to perform various operations throughout this chapter, and
visualize the data in Tableau Desktop.Exercise 2.01: Connecting to an Excel FileIn this exercise,
you will connect to your very first data source in Tableau, the Sample - Superstore Excel file.
This file is automatically accessible to you if you have installed Tableau as mentioned in Chapter
1, Introduction to Tableau. It contains three sheets, comprising order-level information stored in
the Orders sheet, customer information stored in the People sheet, and order returns stored in
the Returns sheet, and can be quickly downloaded from the GitHub repository for this chapter
at . Make sure to download this file on your system before proceeding with the exercise.Perform
the following steps to complete this exercise:Under the Connect pane, select the Microsoft Excel
option.Figure 2.2: Connecting to Microsoft ExcelThis will open up the file menu where you can
select the Excel file from the file explorer. Navigate to the location where you have saved this file
locally and then select to open the Sample-Superstore.xls file. You will see the following screen
once the file is loaded:Figure 2.3: File import screenHover over the table to get the View data
option (as highlighted in the following figure) and preview the data:Figure 2.4: View data for the
underlying sheetThe following figure shows the data preview:Figure 2.5: View Data window
showing the data previewNow, drag the Orders sheet onto the Drag sheets here area. This is
also known as the canvas.The sheet should now have been imported into Tableau. Preview the
data, as shown in the following figure:Figure 2.6: Data preview of the imported sheetYou have
thus connected and imported the data in Tableau.Hovering over Sheet 1, you can see the active
Go to Worksheet option, which means that you can navigate to Sheet 1 and start creating
visualizations.Figure 2.7: Go to Worksheet popupOnce the data is imported, you can start the
visualization development by clicking on that option, as you will see later in the course.In this



exercise, you saw how you can connect to an Excel file. Tableau also allows you to connect to
data that is stored on servers. In the next section, you will learn how this can be
done.Connecting to a Server Data SourceHere, you will be connecting with Microsoft SQL
Server, available under the server-based data sources. Note that the concept of installing and
maintaining server-based data sources is beyond the scope of this chapter. However, ideally, in
a business project, data would mostly be stored on servers. For this reason, it is important to
know how to connect to these data sources.The following steps will help you connect to a server-
based data source:Under the Connect pane, select the Microsoft SQL Server option, as can be
seen in the following figure:Figure 2.8: Server connection input screenHere, you need to enter
the information required, such as the server name and the authentication method. These details
would be available from your database administrator.Click Sign In. You will get a similar preview
screen as you saw in Figure 2.5. All the steps afterward are the same as you do for an Excel-
based connection.NoteOne of the most commonly occurring issues here is that sometimes the
drivers to connect to the data source are not installed. This can be easily resolved by
downloading and installing the drivers from .In this section, you connected to a server-based
data source. The next section covers the different kinds of joins in Tableau to combine the data
from multiple data sources.Various Joins in TableauQuite often, the data that you're using will be
stored as separate tables for efficiency purposes. There might be some fields that are common
between tables and can be used to join the data sources together.For example, suppose you, as
a bank loan manager, would like to evaluate the best-suited customer profiles for granting a loan.
Here, based on the customer-provided information, such as salary details and work experience,
you would also need to access their financial history information, such as previous loans,
outstanding loans, or any defaults. This kind of information can be fetched from their Experian
score using the customer PAN as common information between the various data sources. This is
how joins are commonly used in a lot of daily scenarios. You will learn about these joins and the
different types in Tableau.Different Types of JoinsTableau offers four types of joins, which are
listed as follows:Inner: In an inner join between two tables, you can combine only the values that
match among the two tables into the resulting table. For example, consider the following tables.
When you join table A and table B using an inner join, only the common values will be a part of
the resulting table:Figure 2.9: Inner Join Between Tables A and BLeft: A left join combines all the
values from the left table along with only the matching values from the right table. If there are no
matching values, those rows will contain null values in the resulting table. In the following
example, when you join table A and table B using a left join, all the values from table A and only
the common values of table B will be a part of the resulting table:Figure 2.10: Left Join Between
Tables A and BRight: This is the opposite of the left join. A right join combines all the values from
the right table along with only the matching values from the left table. If there are no matching
values, those rows will contain null values in the resulting table. Consider the following tables.
When you join table A and table B using a right join, all the values from table B and only the
common value from table A will be part of the resulting table:Figure 2.11: Right Join Between



Tables A and BFull outer: In a full outer join between two tables, you can combine all the values
from the left and right tables into one resulting table. If values don't match in any of the tables,
those rows will contain null values in the resulting table.Consider the following tables. Here,
when you join table A and table B using an inner join, only the common values will be a part of
the resulting table:Figure 2.12: Full Outer Join Between Tables A and BUnion: In a union, you
combine two or more tables with similar column structures into a single resulting table. Union is
performed when instead of joining you just want to append the data below other data with similar
columns. A very common example of union is when you have two tables containing similar
columns but maintained separately in different years, for example, combining order information
for multiple years into a consolidated dataset.Consider the following tables, for example. Here,
when you create a union of tables A and A1, you get a single table that will contain values for
both A and A1:Figure 2.13: Union Between Tables A and BYou will learn more about these join
types in detail in the following exercises.Exercise 2.02: Creating an Inner Join DatasetAs an
analyst, you might come across scenarios in which you need to display the common records
between two tables. This exercise aims to show how to join two different sheets into a single
data source in Tableau.You will join the Orders table with the People table using an inner join. By
doing so, you will be able to identify the customer records present in the People table along with
the order information from the Orders table, which will help you to understand customers' buying
preferences.Perform the following steps to complete this exercise:Load the Sample – Superstore
dataset into your Tableau instance as you did in Exercise 2.01.Drag the Orders table first,
followed by the People table, from the Sheets area to the Drag Sheets here area. Alternatively, to
add these sheets, you can double-click on them, and they will be added automatically to the
canvas area. Tableau will auto-join the two tables using an inner join, as shown in the following
figure:Figure 2.14: Data joining using an inner joinClick on the Join symbol to open the Join
menu:Figure 2.15: Inner join propertiesNote the various ways to join data. By default, Tableau
performs an inner join on the common field names:Figure 2.16: Various join optionsNoteThese
instructions and images are based on Tableau version 2020.1. If you are using a later version of
Tableau, such as 2021.4, this process may look quite different and even require an extra step.
You can find additional guidance for this at the following URL:If there are no common names,
select the columns manually to enable the join. Since you are joining the Orders and People
tables, join on Customer Name from Orders and Person from People. First, de-select Region,
which is auto-selected by Tableau. To do this, click on Region and select Customer Name from
the dropdown, as you can see in the following figure:Figure 2.17: Changing the join
columnFigure 2.18: Final result of the inner joinRepeat the same for the People table and select
Person as the joining column. Your joined columns should be as follows:Figure 2.19: Data
preview of the Order and People tablesNow it's time to validate the results. This can be observed
in the data grid screen in the bottom section.You can see that you get only 58 rows in the joined
dataset. Here, only the values from the Orders table's Customer Name column that match with
values from the People table's Person column will be returned in the final dataset. Since the



Person table has only four values, only those values from the Customer Name column that
match these four are returned from the Orders table.In this exercise, you used inner join and
analyzed the results returned by using this join type. Next, you will learn about the left join
type.Exercise 2.03: Creating a Left Join DatasetIn this exercise, you will join the Orders table
with the People table in a left join. The objective of the left join is to verify how much customer
information is present in the People table. This will help identify and update the People table so
that you can expand the customer database, to drive better sales:Figure 2.20: Join screen for
the Orders and People tablesRepeat the same step from the previous exercise of dragging the
Orders and People tables to the canvas. Once done, you should see the join options,
as follows:Change the join type to Left:Figure 2.21: Selecting the Left joinNow, in the data
preview (as shown in the following figure), scroll toward the right side. You will see two columns
from the People table, Person and Region. Use the Sort icon to sort the values, as highlighted in
the following figure:Figure 2.22: Analyzing the left join resultsScroll down to see what happens if
the Customer names do not match any values in the Person column.Figure 2.23: Nulls in the join
resultYou will observe that the rows where a match is not found are replaced by a null value,
which means the Person table does not contain information for these customers. This means
that you can add this customer information to the People table to improve the data quality.In this
exercise, you learned how to perform a left join and how data is matched between the two
tables. Next, you will learn about the right join type.Exercise 2.04: Creating a Right Join
DatasetIn this exercise, you will join the Orders table with the People table in a right join.
Consider a scenario wherein the People table consists of all the customers who have previously
bought your company's products, and you want to fetch a complete list of the products a
customer has bought, using information from the Orders table. This will help you understand the
buying habits of customers based on their past purchases.
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M. Blair, “Amazing book that will benefit beginning users and act as a useful reference for
experienced users. Wow, “The Tableau Workshop” book and bonus chapters come in at over
1,000 pages of amazing content. As you can see from the below table of contents, this book
covers all aspects of Tableau. The organization of the book offers a great flow to the skills and
concepts being discussed so that they build on each other. Not only are the tutorials incredibly
useful to beginners, but they can also provide useful tips and tricks to experienced users. Each
chapter includes several exercises that contain an extensive amount of screenshots and well
written step-by-step instructions that are easy to follow. These exercises will definitely improve
your understanding of various skills and techniques to use in Tableau. At the end of each
chapter there is a summative activity so that the reader can check their learning before moving
on to the next chapter. The data sets needed for all tutorials are available for download along
with a document that details the solutions for each of the activities throughout the chapters. I am
definitely impressed with the sheer quantity of useful information contained in this book that will
benefit beginning users and act as a useful reference for experienced users.Table of
ContentsCh. 01 - Introduction: Visual Analytics with TableauCh. 02 - Data Preparation: Using
Tableau DesktopCh. 03 - Data Preparation: Using Tableau PrepCh. 04 - Data Exploration:
Comparison and CompositionCh. 05 - Data Exploration: Distributions and RelationshipsCh. 06 -
Data Exploration: Exploring Geographical DataCh. 07 - Data Analysis: Creating and Using
CalculationsCh. 08 - Data Analysis: Creating and Using Table CalculationsCh. 09 - Data
Analysis: Creating and Using Level of Details (LOD) CalculationsCh. 10 - Dashboards and
StoryboardsCh. 11 - Tableau Interactivity: Part 1Ch. 12 (Bonus) - Tableau Interactivity: Part 2Ch.
13 (Bonus) - Distribution of DashboardsCh. 14 (Bonus) - Case Study”

KT, “A comprehensive beginner's guide to Tableau that leaves nothing out. This is an excellent
guide for beginners to data visualization who are starting their journey using Tableau. The book
provides in-depth tutorials in virtually every aspect of the tool, including dashboard design and
visual principles, a comprehensive guide to using Tableau Prep, and how to build nearly every
chart imaginable. The book appeals to beginners of all backgrounds, as it provides technical
explanations accompanied by screenshots from the tool itself.This book is also particularly
useful for Tableau users of any skillset and experience level to be used as a reference guide.
There are sections on complex concepts like using spatial files or how to use table-scoped
calculations.The Tableau Workshop is a well-organized and detailed tutorial on the full scope of
Tableau that will take readers from beginner to expert.”

Anna Kourounioti, “Well organized "How-To" instructional book on Tableau. From the start, the
book provides a highly organized structure. Each chapter has an overview that acts like an
appetizer for the reader. This overview includes learning objectives. These elements combined



offer a pedagogical approach to the book. The chapters are easy to read, there is good flow of
content, and each topic is fairly comprehensive. The examples are relevant and I particularly
enjoy the exercise approach that gives the reader the opportunity to dive into the tool with
guidance. I also appreciate the notes that let the reader know which combination keys to use for
an Apple vs a PC.I was selective in my reading and went through the first five and then seven,
eight, and nine. The first chapter, in particular, does a good job at setting the groundwork and
provides a solid overview of the Tableau, the different iterations such Public vs Online vs
Desktop, and how and when each should be used.I really appreciate the inclusive approach in
incorporating Tableau Prep, which may be particularly helpful to those who need to prepare and
clean their data prior to loading to Desktop. Chapter 3 provides a lot of information and plenty of
hands-on exercises as well as activities that readers are encouraged to engage with to get the
full benefit. Chapter 4 covers data exploration in moderate depth, acting as solid foundation to
Chapter 5 that illustrates distributions and relationships. What I like particularly about Chapter 4
is the effective use of examples and the detailed activities that guide the reader through the key
components. The chapter goes through three major chart types: stacked bar charts, pie charts,
and treemaps, which are the basic foundational charts. The authors do a good job about setting
expectations here and they put forth questions like “Why is this step being done, and can I
improve the method?” These are questions that any data analyst must consider. I also
appreciate the variation in charts used here and the real-world scenarios as well as the “words of
caution” for certain charts. Chapter 5 is focused on dual axis, histograms, box and whisker plots,
and scatter plots, as well as reference lines that help the reader understand when to use each
type for distributions or illustrating relationships.Overall, the authors do a good job at illustrating
the various parts of the main tool of reference, Tableau Desktop. There is some room for
improvement with regard to defining a few items that were referenced. The user may benefit from
this. For example, the author explains what “Dimensions” are and refers to categorical,
descriptive, and qualitative properties. I would have like to have seen a little more explanation on
these properties. I recommend the reader approach this book more as a “How-To” or even a
Cookbook. I believe it properly covers the topic of how to use the software itself rather than
aspects of data visualization in general. It is a practical guide that any novice may learn a lot
from.”

The book by Sumit Gupta has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 15 people have provided feedback.
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Calculations 8. Data Analysis: Creating and Using Table Calculations 9. Data Analysis: Creating
and Using Level of Details (LOD) Calculations 10. Dashboards and Storyboards 11. Tableau
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